Abstract. Advancements in full jet reconstruction have made it possible to use jets as triggers in azimuthal angular correlations to study the modification of hard-scattered partons in the medium created in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. This increases the range of parton energies accessible in these analyses and improves the signal-tobackground ratio compared to dihadron correlations. Results of a systematic study of jet-hadron correlations in central Au-Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV are indicative of a broadening and softening of jets which interact with the medium. Furthermore, jet-hadron correlations suggest that the suppression of the associated hadron yield at high-p T is balanced in large part by low-p T enhancement.
Introduction
Jets can be used to study the energy loss of partons which traverse the hot and dense medium produced in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions [1] . Conceptually, models of partonic energy loss fall into two general categories: (1) radiative/collisional energy loss models [2] , in which partons lose energy and are scattered as they traverse the medium (radiative energy loss is expected to dominate for light partons), and (2) "black-and-white" models, in which jets either exit the medium entirely unmodified or are completely thermalized. In the former, azimuthal angular correlations would show a difference between the widths and yields of the jet peaks in Au-Au compared to p-p, while in the latter there would be no observed jet shape modification. An analysis of jet shapes with jet-hadron correlations can distinguish between these classes of models. Utilizing a reconstructed jet as a trigger increases the range of accessible parton kinematics compared to dihadron correlations [3] .
Data sets and Analysis
The data used in this analysis were collected by the STAR detector at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in p-p and Au-Au collisions at Only tracks and towers with p T >2 GeV/c are used in the jet reconstruction in order to minimize the effect of background fluctuations. Furthermore, the reconstructed jets must include a BEMC tower that fired the online high tower (HT) trigger, which requires E T > 5.4 GeV in one BEMC tower (∆ϕ × ∆η = 0.05 × 0.05). An offline software HT threshold of E T > 6 GeV is imposed to reduce the effects of the trigger turn-on behavior.
In order to analyze the jet signal in Au-Au collisions it is necessary to subtract the large heavy-ion background from the raw ∆ϕ = ϕ jet − ϕ assoc distributions (where the associated particles are all charged hadrons in the event). Using the ZYAM ("Zero Yield at Minimum") technique is unfavourable because it overestimates the background level in the presence of broad jet peaks. Therefore in this analysis background levels are estimated by fitting the raw correlation function with the following functional form:
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Trigger Jet Matching
It is expected that the HT trigger jet sample in Au-Au is highly biased towards unmodified jets, thus allowing easier comparison between jets in Au-Au and p-p. However, on the nearside there are small deviations from I AA = 1 and D AA = 0. The approach in this study is to assign maximum systematic uncertainties on the trigger jet energy scale corresponding to two extreme scenarios: the deviations from I AA = 1 and D AA = 0 are due entirely to (i) the bulk or (ii) jet modification. ) to a p-p HT trigger jet embedded in a Au-Au minimum bias (MB) event, which provides a reasonable description of heavy-ion background fluctuations. However, it is seen that the shape of the jet energy spectrum in Au-Au does not quite match the spectrum of p-p HT jets embedded in Au-Au MB events, even after accounting for detector effects. The difference in spectra shapes is encompassed by a ∆E = −1 GeV/c uncertainty applied to the p-p trigger jet energy.
(ii) Under this assumption, ∆B = 0 when parton energies are correctly matched, even though p
T is calculated only from charged tracks and neutral towers with p T > 2 GeV/c. The shift in the p-p trigger jet energy necessary to force ∆B = 0 defines another systematic uncertainty (+1.5·∆B, where the factor of 1.5 accounts for the neutral energy fraction).
These conservative estimates of the uncertainties on the trigger jet energy scale, which encompass all known possible sources of modification, are propagated to the awayside, where modification of the recoil jet due to jet-medium interactions can be studied.
The Recoil Jet
The nearside jet is expected to have a surface bias [6] which will cause the recoil parton to travel through a significant amount of the medium, therefore maximizing any quenching or partonic energy loss effects on the awayside. The awayside Gaussian widths ( Figure  1 ) indicate significant broadening of the jet peak in Au-Au compared to p-p. The awayside I AA and D AA (Figure 2 ) indicate significant softening of the awayside jets in Au-Au. However, it is difficult to draw conclusions from the clear jet energy trends because the horizontal axes are p assoc T , not z, and because I AA depends on the shapes of the recoil spectra. The values of ∆B in Table 1 show that a significant fraction of the high-p assoc T suppression is being compensated for by low-p assoc T enhancement. All of these observations are indicative of significant jet quenching on the awayside. ranges. The first set of systematic uncertainties is due to v 2 and detector uncertainties. The second set of systematic uncertainties is defined by the ∆E and ∆B shifts.
Conclusions
Jet-hadron correlations can be used to investigate the modification of partons that traverse the medium created in heavy ion collisions. The results indicate that in high tower trigger events the recoil jet is significantly broadened and softened in Au-Au compared to p-p. Furthermore, most of the high-p T suppression is balanced by low-p T enhancement. The observed modifications in the jet shapes between Au-Au and p-p are in qualitative agreement with the radiative energy loss picture.
